
A feature-packed blockchain 
ecosystem for online gambling 

and entertainment
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The fast-growing online gambling and entertainment sector offers a 

prime use case for blockchain but the Layer 1 blockchain solutions it 

currently uses are entirely unsuited to it’s needs. We at ZAKZAK have 

taken the opportunity to purpose-build a crypto solution for online 

entertainment that improves the crypto experience for users and offers 

incredible value to site operators and players alike. 

In ZAKZAK, we have created a system that encompasses all of the 

benefits that blockchain can offer for online gambling and entertainment 

while eliminating the drawbacks like slow speeds and costliness that 

characterize the legacy blockchain solutions in use on online casinos and 

entertainment sites today.

 

 After four years in the making, we are proud to present the ZAKZAK Layer 

2 Crypto Ecosystem which offers high-speed, low-cost transactions, 

provable fairness, and a host of other features to improve the online 

entertainment experience.

      THE ZAKZAK TEAM

             Tokyo

        July 2022
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ZAKZAK is a blockchain ecosystem developed for the online gambling and 
entertainment sector. It provides entertainment site operators with low-fee, high speed 
decentralized payments, security, transparency and Web3 Integration.

What is ZAKZAK?

IT OFFERS

Secure Payments
Secure transactions that  
frees casinos operators  
from chargeback liability

Super Low Fees
Lower transactions 
fees than any 
other widely used 
payment systems

No Volatility
ZAK tokens are 
stablecoins 
pegged at 1:1 with 
fiat currency

Transparency
Demonstrating 
your casino’s 
provable 
fairness to users

Growth
Access to a 
continually growing 
pool of players and 
exciting features
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An ultrafast, purpose-built blockchain offering high scalability 
with minimal settlement fees

Allows players and site operators to check game win/
loss stats in real-time

Features of the ZAKZAK 
Ecosystem
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An NFT market where players can win, trade, and 
buy exclusive NFTs

Live-hosted Web3 games including Baccarat and  Pachinko. More 
games on the way!
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The backbone of the ZAKZAK ecosystem is the ZAKChain Distributed Ledger; a super-
light, ultra-fast distributed ledger. Its combination of speed and security makes it ideal 
for the functions of online entertainment sites like instant deposits and withdrawals. 
 
The slow transaction times and costly fees of Layer 1 blockchain architecture can be 
attributed to total network activity. The ZAKChain Layer 2 protocol avoids network 
congestion and slowed transaction processing times by designating regional zones 
wherein lightning-fast, near-free transactions can occur. The ZAKChain supplies 
liquidity for each zone and issues on-chain coupons that allow for transacting between 
separate zones.
 
ZAKChain nodes are ultralight, small enough to be mounted even on smartphones or IoT 
devices, and configurable to a near infinite number of nodes. 

The ZAKChain Distributed 
Ledger
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Transactions on the ZAKChain

ZAK Tokens are color-coded according to their function.

How the ZAKChain Works

TOKEN NAME PURPOSE

Yellow ZAK Layer 1 Token
Yellow ZAK is the ERC20 token of the ZAKZAK ecosystem.

Blue ZAK
Layer 2 Token
Blue ZAK is a quick-transaction token used for i,Gaming 
and Live Tipping transaction

Green ZAK LP Token
Green ZAK is the Liquidity Provider token

Red ZAK
NFT Token
Red ZAK is an NFT token created from exclusive content 
handled by ZAKZAK ecosystem
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Example of Zone Operations on 
the ZAK Chain
Casino Games

Majo Live

NFT Minting

NFT Marketplace
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Features: The ZAK Webwallet

The ZAK Webwallet offers a frictionless experience to new users of crypto. When the 
ZAK system is implemented on a partner casino, users can automatically generate a 
personal web wallet at the click of a button.  With this wallet users can buy and sell 
ZUSD tokens to gamble with and spend on sites within the ZAK Ecosystem.

When the holder’s tokens are not in use they can be returned to the exchange and 
staked to receive rewards from all profits generated via transactions in the ZAK 
Ecosystem.
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Features: The ZAK Viewer

All wins and losses on casino games are recorded instantly on the ZAKChain and 
viewable with the ZAK Viewer. Site operators can check earnings in real time and 
observe game popularity. Players can check the win/loss stats of games and decide 
what to play. A win-win for players and operators alike.

Click this link to see a demo of the ZAK Viewer in action.
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Features: The Jverse NFT Market

The JVerse NFT Marketplace integrated with the ZAKChain protocol allows users to 
create, buy and sell non-fungible tokens (NFTs). 

It offers digital asset that represents real-world objects like art, in-game items and 
videos, which can be traded and offered as prizes in casinos participating the ZAKZAK 
ecosystem
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Features: Majo Live Plugins

Casinos and entertainment sites in the ZAK Ecosystem can take advantage of ZAK’s 
Majo Live Plugin Suite that gives access to a host of Live Games such as Baccarat and 
Pachinko. The games are hosted by models in multiple languages including English, 
Chinese, Japanese and Russian. Players can have fun chatting  with and tipping the 
hostesses, and even receiving NFT rewards.
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ZAKZAK is Live!

Tens of thousands of players are already using ZAKZAK for payments on our partner 
casinos. 

Click below to watch a demo of how simple it is to use.
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Roadmap

2021

2022

2023

Q3

Started trail operations of 
ZAKZAK Layer 2

Q4

First Exchange Listings

Launch of ZAKZAK Layer 2 
rapid payment solution for 
Online Casinos.

Launch Online Casinos NFT 
service with official ZAKZAK 
partners.

Started trail operations of 
ZAKZAK Wallet for Online 
Casino

H1

Launch ZAKZAK Layer 2 
service for  Online Casino

Launch ZAKZAK Wallet 
service for Online Casino

Launch Digital Entertainment 
NFT Market

Listing of ZAK token on DEX 
platforms

H2

Launch the entire ZAKZAK 
Layer 1 and 2 on the 
ZAKChain

H1

Launch the entire ZAKZAK 
Layer 2 on the Ethereum 
chain

Cross-Chain payment 
solution

H2

SDK for rapid EC Payments

Launch of ZAKZAK Layer 2 
rapid Payment solution for 
B2B.
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Tokenomics

Token Name: ZAKZAK      Symbol: ZAK

The ZAK Token is currently available on LBank

Staking Reward 
55%

Public Sale 
10%

Private sale 
5%

Marketing 
5%

Liquidity 
& Market 
Making 
5%

Development 
7%

Initial 
Investors 3% 

Foundation 
10%

Total Supply

Purpose % of total Token Amount

Staking Reward 55% 550,000,000

Public Sale 10% 100,000,000

Private Sale 5% 50,000,000

Marketing 5% 50,000,000

Liquidity & Market Making 5% 50,000,000

Development 7% 70,000,000

Initial Investors 3% 30,000,000

Foundation 10% 100,000,000

Total Supply 100% 1,000,000,000
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Team

CEO
Keiichi Noda

COO
Tetsuya Tazikawa

CTO 
Hiroki Sakakibara 

CFO
Masayuki Oohira 

Senior Developer
Masaru Imai

Business Development
Brian McCaffrey
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Legal Disclaimer

The purpose of this White Paper is to describe the intention of the ZAKZAK 

project to potential users and token holders. The information within this 

document does not imply any contractual relationship between the user 

and the ZAKZAK team or platform. Nothing in this White Paper shall be 

deemed to constitute any sort of offering to buy any securities in any 

jurisdiction. Certain statements or claims within this White Paper constitute 

forward-looking statements that are subject to uncertainties, the actual 

events or platform associated with ZAKZAK may differ from the estimated 

results outlined in this document.

Follow us on social media for all the latest news

https://t.me/joinchat/YAmQFvZJnUlhOTVl

https://twitter.com/ZAKZAK_Network
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